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ABSTRACT
Query-based searching and browsing-based navigation are the two main components of exploratory search. Search lets users dig in deep by controlling their actions to focus on and find just the information they need, whereas navigation helps them to get an overview to decide which content is most important. In this paper, we introduce the concept of search powered navigation and investigate the effect of empowering navigation with search functionality on information seeking behavior of users and their experience by conducting a user study on exploratory search tasks, differentiated by different types of information needs. Our main findings are as follows: First, we observe radically different search tactics. Using search, users are able to control and augment their search focus, hence they explore the data in a depth-first, bottom-up manner. Conversely, using pure navigation they tend to check different options to be able to decide on their path into the data, which corresponds to a breadth-first, top-down exploration. Second, we observe a general natural tendency to combine aspects of search and navigation, however, our experiments show that the search functionality is essential to solve exploratory search tasks that require finding documents related to a narrow domain. Third, we observe a natural need for search powered navigation: users using a system without search functionality find creative ways to mimic searching using navigation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs and other hierarchical domain ontologies hold great promise for complex information seeking tasks, yet their massive size defies the standard and effective way smaller hierarchies are used as a static navigation structure in faceted search or standard website navigation. As a result, we see only limited use of knowledge bases in entity surfacing for navigational queries, and fail to realize their full potential to empower search. Seeking information in structured environments consists of two main activities: exploratory browsing and focused searching [4, 11, 12]. Exploratory browsing refers to activities aimed at better defining the information need and increasing the level of understanding of the information space, while focused searching includes activities such as query refining and comparison of results, which are performed after the information need has been made more concrete. Based on the interplay of these two actions, a search system is supposed to provide a connected space of information for the users to navigate, as well as search to adjust the focus of their browsing towards useful content.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of Search Powered Navigation (SPN), which enables users to combine navigation with query based searching in a structured information space, and offers a way to find a balance between exploration and exploitation. We hypothesize that SPN enables users to exploit the semantic structure of a large knowledge base in an effective way. We test this hypothesis by conducting a user study in which users are engaged in exploratory search activities and investigate the effect of SPN on the variability in users’ behaviour and experience. We employed an exploratory search system on parliamentary data in two modes, pure navigation and search powered navigation, and tested two types of tasks, broad-and focused-topic tasks.

In our study, the primary goal is to investigate information seeking behavior and user experience when navigation is empowered by a search functionality. We break it down into the following two research questions:

RQ1 What is the effect of search powered navigation on user behavior in different types of exploratory search tasks?

RQ2 Does empowering navigation with search improve user experience in different types of exploratory search tasks?

There is a large body of research focusing on user behavior in exploratory search from different angles. Athukorala et al. [1] investigated user behavior in terms of narrowing or broadening queries in exploratory search. Diriye et al. [5] discussed different factors that generally influence exploratory search like objective, search activities, conceptual complexity, procedural complexity, and domain knowledge. In terms of investigating user behavior during search, there are also relevant studies conducted in the context of general web search [6] and website browsing [2]. While and Drucker [10] also studied the interaction flow in web search and investigated user behavioural variability based on users’ queries, interactions, time, and the types of visited webpages.

2 CASE STUDY SYSTEM OVERVIEW
For our study, we have used an exploratory search system, the WikiCat Browser, which maps parliamentary data into a conceptually structured space to facilitate exploring the data.

WikiCat Browser. The WikiCat Browser is a search system developed for exploratory search to browse and investigate parliamentary debates from a particular point of view. It projects the parliamentary speeches to the Wikipedia categorical structure, based on Wikipedia
which was first introduced to the system for the experiments presented in this paper. Given a free text query, the search tool retrieves a ranked list of categories according to the BM25 similarity of the query to the content of the debates grouped under each category (Figure 1a). In the selected hierarchy, each node is a Wikipedia category representing one topic. The users can explore the category hierarchy by clicking on a node which expands its descendants, i.e. sub-categories (Figure 1b). Importance and recency of the categories are visualized by the size and color of the nodes, respectively. The importance of each node denotes how much the topic of that category is addressed in the parliamentary debates, based on the frequency of entities under this category. The recency of each node shows how recently the topic of the category was discussed, calculated from the dates of the debates in this category.

Besides expanding each category, the users can browse the list of entities under the category by clicking on the category name. For each entity, the users can browse the list of all speeches in which this entity occurs. The list of speeches is ordered by the number of occurrences of the corresponding entity. For each speech the title of the debate and its date is shown. By clicking on the speech title, the full content of the speeches with the related entities highlighted in the text is displayed (Figure 1c).

As example of the type of search questions that can be addressed with the WikiCat Browser constitutes analysing the relation between national laws of the European country and the European union legislation. As a reasonable approach, we would like to investigate when EU legislation was discussed in the Dutch parliament and in the context of which (proposed) Dutch laws, i.e. we want to project debates in the Dutch parliament to topics related to the European Parliament in terms of both the subject matter and time.

**Search-Powered Navigation.** In order to investigate the effect of search on the browsing behaviour of the users, we designed search-powered navigation (SPN) for the WikiCat Browser. SPN provides the ability to search during the data navigation. It allows the users to submit a textual query at any step in the navigation. The system ranks different navigation paths based on their likelihood to leading to data relevant for the query (Figure 2).

SPN is integrated as a search bar in the navigation window of the WikiCat Browser. Every time the user submits a query, the system calculates the similarity of the full content of all speeches in the collection with the given query. The scores at the speech level are used to calculate the scores at the entity level based on their occurrences in different speeches and their corresponding scores. Finally, the normalized scores of all entities under each category are summed to obtain the likelihood score of the category. This score determines the weight of the edge from the previous level of the hierarchy to the category.

In the user interface, the weights of different edges are represented by their thickness. At each level in the navigation hierarchy, SPN provides a ranking of paths that are likely to lead to speeches relevant for the query. In line with the general purpose of the WikiCat Browser system, which is exploratory search, SPN does not provide a direct ranking of speeches but hints the user to more promising paths. In that way, the users still can explore the full search space but obtain some guidance in their decision making process. In our experiments we show that the imposed bias by SPN for steering users to relevant information does not keep them from exploring the space.

### 3 Experimental Setup

We have conducted a descriptive user study [7] by asking the users to do exploratory search tasks on Dutch parliamentary debates from 1994 to 2014, once by means of the pure navigational system and once using the system with SPN.

With regard to the requirements of simulated work task situations [3], we selected 14 search tasks, comprising seven broad-topic and seven focused-topic tasks and defined task scenarios for the users. Broad-topic tasks, on the one hand, are supposed to be addressed by a diverse set of debates and there is no concrete answer to them. Focused-tasks, on the other hand, are supposed to be addressed by a small fraction of debates. In the broad-topic tasks, the users had to find out the general attitude or opinion of the Dutch parliament on the following seven topics: Immigration, Islam, World War II, Taxes, Holocaust, Dutch Golden Age, European Union. In the focused-topic
In our study, 14 participants (5 undergraduate and 9 graduate students) were enrolled, six male and eight female, who had an average age of 26 (SD = 2.01). All participants had more than 10 years of computer experience, a fairly high ability of online search, but inexperienced in the political domain and Dutch parliament. The participants were each given two broad-topic and two focused-topic tasks. They had to complete one broad-topic task and one focused topic task using the original WikiCat Browser system and twice with the system with SPN.

In our study, 14 participants (5 undergraduate and 9 graduate students) were enrolled, six male and eight female, who had an average age of 26 (SD = 2.01). All participants had more than 10 years of computer experience, a fairly high ability of online search, but inexperienced in the political domain and Dutch parliament. The participants were each given two broad-topic and two focused-topic tasks. They had to complete one broad-topic task and one focused topic task using the original WikiCat Browser system and twice with the system with SPN.

Based on our setup, each task was performed twice with the original WikiCat Browser system and twice with the system with SPN, each time by a different participant. In total, we had 56 search sessions. Additionally, the users were asked to fill out a basic pre-search questionnaire with their general information, including age, education, gender, and a self-assessment of their domain knowledge and their ability to use search systems. After each task, they filled out a post-search questionnaire to rate the difficulty of the task and their satisfaction [8]. During the experiments, we logged all interactions of the users with systems.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we analyze the effect of our different conditions, search vs. no search, broad vs. focused topic tasks on the navigational behavior of the users and their experience during search. We describe the navigational model in terms of level visits and level jumps. A level visit is counted if the user expands the children of a node on a certain level or loads the list of entities of the node. The level jump denotes the difference of the node levels of a pair of consecutively visited nodes. Additionally, we recorded statistics on the different actions the users can take during browsing which implicitly indicate how user experience changes in terms of time and effort. The results are shown in Table 1.

4.1 Effect of SPN on user behaviour

We analyze in what ways adding search functionality influences the navigational behavior. According to the plots in the upper part of Figure 3a, for broad-topic tasks the users of the WikiCat Browser system tend to visit nodes from the same layer when exploring the space (high percentage of zero level jumps), which corresponds to a breadth-first navigation. However, as the lower part of Figure 3a shows, when their navigation is empowered by a search utility, they tend to have more forward moves and visit nodes in the next levels (high percentage of level jumps = 1), which corresponds to a depth-first exploration of the hierarchy. For the focused-topic tasks, the traversal approach is depth-first for both systems. This pattern can be explained by the information need. Since the users are not able to evaluate the quality of a taken path until they are deep enough to access a narrow part of the search space. The main difference in the browsing behaviour of the users is that they backtrack a lot using the baseline system (high percentage of negative level jumps). The reason for this is that the users need to try more different paths when they have no strong clue of the content of the documents in the deeper levels. Figure 4 demonstrates the percentage of the selected edges on different ranks versus distribution of scores assigned to edges.

Table 1: Per-session statistics from search sessions for both systems in both types of tasks averaged over all search sessions. Numbers marked by * or † differ significantly from all other numbers in the same column (two-tailed t-test, p-value < 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>avg. num. of root selection</th>
<th>avg. depth of selected root in Wikipedia hierarchy</th>
<th>avg. num. of node expansions</th>
<th>avg. num. of entity list loading</th>
<th>avg. num. of speech list loading</th>
<th>avg. num. of speech content loading</th>
<th>avg. session duration (min)</th>
<th>avg. rating summaries/speeches (10 point scale)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broad Topic</td>
<td>WikiCat</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WikiCat + SPN</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused Topic</td>
<td>WikiCat</td>
<td>8.7*</td>
<td>9.3*</td>
<td>9.5*</td>
<td>31.6*</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WikiCat + SPN</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Distribution of level jumps. (b) Distribution of level visits.

Figure 3: Distribution of level jumps and visits for focused and broad topics.

Figure 4: Percentage of selected edges on different ranks versus distribution of scores assigned to edges.
the users choose the top-ranked edge at each point to deepen their exploration in about 40% of the cases. Interestingly, the users were still motivated to explore lower ranked edges irrespective of the score distribution of the edges. Moreover, contrary to the concern that search may limit the extent of exploration, the users are more confident to go deeper in the hierarchy with the system with SPN (cf. Figure 3b).

4.2 Does SPN improve user experience?
First we investigate the general user behavior with regards to the task type, then we study how empowering navigation with search improves user experience in each type of task.

We look at the effect of different tasks on the navigational model. As expected the users explore more of the search space in the broad-topic tasks because they require more browsing. In average the rate of node expansions and data loading including entities, speeches, and content of speeches displayed in Table 1 are higher in both systems compared to the focused-topic tasks. As can be seen from Figure 3b, in general the users tend to visit deeper levels in focused-topic tasks. It is noteworthy that in both systems, all the data of the deeper levels is also accessible from higher levels. However, with regard to the sorting strategy of displayed information, the more popular the data is (i.e. more frequent entities in each category), the higher it is ranked in the browsing panel. Hence, for the broad-topic tasks, which are mostly addressable with popular entities and speeches, the users find their needed information on top of the lists already at higher levels and they see no need to go deeper. In contrast, for the focused-topic tasks, which are mostly related to particular entities that are not necessarily popular overall, in the higher levels the users need to scroll down a long list to find a related data among lots of unrelated data. Thus, according to our observations, they prefer to descend in the hierarchy to narrow down the search space.

We further investigated whether the search functionality is a useful addition to an exploratory search system. As can be seen in Table 1, the average number of loaded entities, speeches or their content is generally lower for the system with SPN compared to the original WikiCat Browser system in both types of tasks. This can be attributed to the fact that users skip loading the intermediary data when their navigation is facilitated by search. They quickly get to the target content, which leads to shorter search sessions. We assessed the quality of the search results by asking two experts in the Dutch political domain to rate set of relevant speeches and summaries retrieved by the users. The assessors were not informed about the participants and the system used to compile the summaries and speeches. As can be seen from the last column in Table 1, the users were more successful in the broad-topic tasks compared to the focused-topic tasks, regardless of the search system. However, the search functionality improved the quality of the results in both tasks significantly. In summary, we conclude that the search lays the ground for a better navigation of the users, enabling them to explore better content.

In our study, in the focused-topic tasks, the users are supposed to find a needle in a haystack of data. Using the original WikiCat Browser system, if they fail to express the information need using a set of proper entities, it is less likely that they find paths leading to the relevant content. The statistics in Table 1 reveal an interesting behavior of the users’ faced with the original WikiCat Browser system to perform focused-topic tasks. In this setting, the average number of node expansions is significantly lower compared performing the same type of tasks with the system with SPN. This runs contrary to our expectations, since in the system with no navigation aid, users are supposed to try different paths by expanding a lot of nodes, as it is the case in the broad-topic tasks. However, considering the high average number of root selections and their high average depths in the focused-topic tasks using the original WikiCat Browser system, we noticed that the users seemed to creatively simulate the search in their navigation when they needed it. They went back to the starting page of the system, where they can choose the root of the hierarchy they want to navigate through, using the search functionality provided for choosing the root node. Then, instead of navigating from there to deep levels, they shallowly evaluate the selected hierarchy and again go back to the starting page to choose a better root node by reformulating their query. They repeat this procedure until they get access to a proper root node which is fairly deep in the hierarchy. Thus, the users try different nodes as the starting node using the search instead of trying to locate them via navigation.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the concept of “search powered navigation” as a way to empower users with the semantic structure of large knowledge bases, and build a proof-of-concept system to investigate the viability of this approach to support exploratory search tasks. In a user study, we showed that a search functionality can be a viable and effective addition to a navigational exploratory search system. This was reflected in faster task completion and better search results using the system with the additional search feature. While users tended to search the data in a breadth-first manner in the pure navigational baseline exploratory search system, an additional search functionality lead to a depth-first investigation of the data. Furthermore, we found that a search functionality is essential to be able to efficiently address focused-topic tasks.
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